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 U.S. ECONOMIC AND EVENT OUTLOOK – FRIDAY 

Global Markets 

 The GBP remains under pressure despite PM Theresa May’s resignation announcement (effective June 
7), as the development only reinforces that political fights are coming, culiminating in uncomfortably 
high chances of either a no-deal Brexit or second referendum. 

 For a number of reasons external and internal, the scope for a BOE hike later this year are now slim to 
non-existent, from a solid base case a month ago. 

 In the U.S. Friday we get an update on business decisionmaker confidence in the form of April durable 
goods orders, though figures are second-tier amid refreshed business uncertainty.  

 As equity markets drag lower, a “Trump put” will be on investors’ radar—an incumbent can ill afford 
market or economic weakness heading into an election year—but that option isn’t in the money just 
yet.  

 A long weekend ahead in the U.S. will mean lengthier exposures to headline risks. Market participants 
with shorter horizons will note that weekend gaps between the close and ensuing open for the S&P 
500 have averaged over a 1% drop over the last three weekends. 

 As if stands, stocks are showing a welcome rebound in Europe, near 1% after Thursday’s declines and 
downbeat PMI figures, while Chinese share rose just 0.3%, and U.S. futures are up 0.6% after a decline 
of 1.2% Thursday. 

 Sovereign yields are little-changed as the U.S. 10yr holds at 2.33%, the German 10yr at -0.11%, and the 
Italian spread to bunds narrows by 9 bps. WTI crude is stabilizing at $58.59, still down 6.6% on the 
week. 

 

  

GLOBAL AND U.S. POINTS – THURSDAY 

Economic data Thursday did not inspire confidence, starting with a round of negative May PMI results in 
Japan and the Eurozone, followed by a surprising settling toward 50 in the U.S. Markit PMIs later in the day. 
There is increasing downside risk to the more widely-followed ISM PMIs at 52.8 and 55.5 (Manufacturing 
and Non-Manufacturing, respectively) in April, despite upbeat regional PMIs in the month. 

Add in inverted U.S. 3m10yr and 3m2yr Treasury curves, and trade risks, it is becoming harder for Fed 
officials to avoid market speculation for a rate cut later this year.  

 

 Time (Consensus Ests. in parentheses, Green = DE Above, Red = DE Below)

Date (EST) Economic Indicator Nov-18 Dec-18 Jan-19 Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19

Fri

5/24 8:30 AM Apr P Durable Goods Orders (%m/m) 0.6 1.1 0.5 -2.6 2.8 -0.4 (-2)
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Lower energy prices and trailing dollar strength (Thursday’s reversal notwithstanding) will add to underlying 
disinflationary trends, though May and June data will see CPI measures boosted by the tariff ratchet.  

 

 The Eurozone PMIs fail to rebound in May, the manufacturing figure drifting lower by 0.2 points to 47.7, 
while the services PMI edges down 0.3 points to 52.5. Weaker economic growth projections and global 
uncertainties risk becoming a self-reinforcing dynamic the longer negative headlines persist.  

 The French services and manufacturing indices saw clearer rises, up 1.2 points and 0.6 points, 
respectively, while German manufacturers (-0.1 point to 44.3) and services (-0.7 points to 55.0) slipped. 
Acute impacts in the auto sector are more relevant in the latter. 

 Japan’s manufacturing PMI reveals a similar profile, dipping 0.5 points to 49.6—still up from recent 
lows in February and March, but failing to show clearer rebound as spring rolls on. 

 


